
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 935
Lin’s doctor?

At this moment, after hearing the question about the mysterious genius

doctor Lin, almost everyone in the courtyard pricked up their ears.

After all, in the eyes of everyone, the genius doctor Lin is the real

awesome person.

It just surprised everyone.

Zhang Tianyi did not reply. Instead, Ye Tian behind him said with a

face of admiration:

“Is the character like my master, you can be seen if you want to meet!”

“Moreover, maybe my master, long ago I’m here! Who can get the idea

of   his old man! ”

What!

Maybe it’s already here?

Hearing Ye Tian’s words, everyone was stunned, then turned their

heads and looked around.

It seems that I want to find out who is the genius doctor Lin.

There are even some good people who even fixed their eyes on Lin

Fan, laughing and laughing at each other:

“Hey…there are basically no people with the surname Lin, but Lin

Fan, do you think he will be?

Doctor Lin?” “Hahaha…what shit are you kidding about, if he is the

genius doctor Lin, then I will still be a Huaxia Linzuo!”

“…”

These good people laughed and made noises.

But for them, it was just a joke, and no one believed that Lin Fan

would be Lin’s genius doctor.

Even the Bai Yi family are constantly turning around at this moment,

seeming to want to see who the genius doctor Lin is?

And at this moment.

Bai Chen continued to ask genius doctor Zhang:

“Mr. Zhang, my mistress is ill. I hope genius Doctor Zhang can come

to treat me! My Jiangnan Bai’s family will give me a good return!”

Bai Chen was nervous.

He knows that Doctor Zhang has always been arrogant, and even if

they are the hidden giants, they don’t take it seriously.

Moreover, only when the genius doctor is invited, will the Bai family

have the opportunity to obtain the genius doctor Lin.

This is almost the key to the success or failure of his mission.

All of a sudden.

Everyone’s gazes were all locked on Master Zhang’s body, and

everyone was extremely curious as to whether he would really agree.

And just under the gaze of everyone, Doctor Zhang nodded faintly:

“I can consider this matter!”

Can you consider it?

This is almost equivalent to agreeing.

Wow!

In an instant, Bai Chen, Mrs. Bai and others became excited and

excited one by one, and their faces flashed with deep surprises.

Especially the uncle Bai Hai.

He couldn’t help but glanced at the corner where Lin Fan was. The

ridicule and ridicule at the corner of his mouth became more and more

intense:

“Huh! There was an idiot just now, and he vowed that Doctor Zhang

would not agree, nor would Doctor Lin agree! ”

How are you now! It’s just a boastful idiot!”

Uncle Bai Hai, Erye Baichuan and others talked and laughed.

However, even though their voices were small, they still fell in the ears

of genius doctor Zhang, and he was taken aback for a moment.

“Huh?”

“Who said just now, I won’t agree? The genius doctor Lin won’t agree

either?”

Zhang Tianyi frowned and asked uncle Bai Hai and others.

And see this scene.

Uncle Bai Hai and the others suddenly thought Zhang Tianyi was

angry, angry with that gibberish guy.
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